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Reputed Indian Brass Fasteners Manufacturer/Exporter

SVM Metal Industries          
SVM Metal is an ISO 9001:2008 certified company manufacturing brass fasteners and brass engineering turned 

components. With a modest beginning in 2004, in Jamnagar, a premier industrial town of Gujarat, India, it has the 
privilege of supplying quality products such as brass fasteners, brass marine fasteners and brass engineering turned 

components to reputed Indian and overseas customers, and stands as one of India’s well recognized name in the brass industry today.

Main Focus on Europe and Other Emerging Countries
“Around 60% of our sales is contributed by Indian clients,” says General Manager Amit Arora. “Our clientele in India includes 

OEMs, industrial houses and electrical components and equipment manufacturers. We also export to Europe, the Middle East and 
Southeast Asia.” SVM Metal has exclusive manufacturing of customized products and special price for long run contract manufacturing 
on mass production. “We believe in building a long term relationship with clients but only through fair business ethics, global reach and 
technological expertise.”

Opportunity to Arise from 2nd-half 2020
“This pandemic has affected the whole world and dealt a huge blow to global markets including India. There is no denying that 

business has been affected very badly with the pandemic in India and other countries of the world. “But fortunes are made in times of 
crisis sometimes,” Amit continues, “Times of distress create rise of opportunity. If the business world has come out of crisis in the past 
like war, disaster, economic depression, then why not now? I firmly believe things would improve in the second half of 2020.”

Open for Global Contact
SVM Metal is anticipating for more positive responses from clients globally by appearing on Fastener World Magazine. “We are 

hopeful to extend our export to other nations we have not reached and to become a globally recognized corporation that provides the best 
brass metal solutions.” The company is looking for clients who require best quality brass components at very attractive prices. We’d like to 
inform Fastener World readers that we are committed to constantly developing, improving, implementing and maintaining product quality 
standards to the entire satisfaction of our customers.”

Contact: Amit Arora, General Manager       E-mail: sales@svmmi.in

Italian Stocked Fasteners for Global 
Applications
Inoxdadi S.r.l.  
Assorted Fasteners for Commercial & Technical Applications

Inoxdadi, meaning “stainless steel nuts”, is what the company started out with and it later 
extended to bolts, screws, threaded bars, studs, washers and fasteners in a wide range of materials, 
from the simple and commercial ones to very specific alloys for extreme technical applications like 
oil/gas, chemical, petro-chemical, pharmaceutical, food, water treatment, tunneling, extractions, 
automobile, nuclear, and aerospace.

Huge Stock Available
Inoxdadi produces and stocks fasteners in stainless steel A304, A316, Duplex, Superduplex, and 

refractory stainless steel like A309-A310-A314, Monel, A904L, 1.4529 HCR, Inconel, Hastelloy, 
Nimonic, Titanium, available in ISO, DIN, NFE, UNI specifications (metric/imperial/customized). 
“We can offer stock service for monthly/call-off orders for customers’ annual needs, and our 
policy is to continuously enlarge stock dimensions,” says Andrea Togni. The finished products are 
located in a covered warehouse spanning 3,000m2, and dedicated to prompt supply of high quality 
fasteners with EU origin and full traceability to customers. “We mainly sell to European countries 
with 50% of turnover (around 10 million €) from domestic distributors, stockists and end users. We 
also have customers in Canada, U.S.A., South Africa, the Middle East, North Africa and Asia.”

Doubling Inoxdadi Capacity Amid Current Challenges
“The Covid-19 pandemic has surely deeply hit the whole market, but for some 

sectors (automobile, construction) mostly 
connected to immediate market demands 
the problems are much bigger than others. 
Food, Chemical, Pharmaceutical are still 
investing in new plants, while Petro-

chemical and others are only 
doing maintenance or what is 
essential. We expect to grow in 
the green energy sector but the 
whole market will restart in the 
next year.”

D e s p i t e  t h e  c h a l l e n g e s 
ahead, the export department of 
Inoxdadi has grown a lot over the 
last 20 years and the company is 
doubling its factory to increase 
capacity and product  range. 
Inoxdadi is looking forward to 
becoming the next new supplier 
for those in need of fasteners.

Contact: Andrea Togni 
E-mail: estero1@inoxdadi.com
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